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How to Go Back in Time
By Sarah Daneine
Close your eyes and imagine
that
you could give back your first kiss
or unspeak the words snarled in fury
so that the regret would go away
Rip out pages or old journals
and burn pictures
whose color was emotion.
Sell back memories of
love and hate
to make the hands of time
turn back
and see the sun rise in the west.
Cornerstone of Life
by Sara Berg
The smell of dust fills the
Water deprived air
As the sun beats down
On sweat soaked bodies
Walking the grounds of this place
Faces stretch for miles upon miles
Each one as unique as the last
This is solitude
This is what life is about
United, here at last
Our hearts and souls brought together
Unified as one
There's a beat to it all
A chorus to our life
A verse for our emotion
The song says it all
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